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ABSTRACT 

Due to infrastructure – less networks and multi - hop 

communication features of Mobile ad hoc network 

(MANET), every node in MANET has to cooperate with 

each other. Therefore, node security becomes one of the 

important research areas of MANET. The resources that 

provided to MANET nodes such as battery power, memory, 

and bandwidth are limited. As a result, developing a resource 

– aware node authentication protocol becomes challenge for 

researchers. The proposed protocol provides One Time Node 

Authentication (OTNA) for every node joining MANET. To 

achieve this, the OTNA protocol provides one additional 

field „status‟ in the routing table of the legitimate nodes, and 

the Malicious Node Table (MNT). The „status‟ field shows 

authentication status of the nodes present in MANET. The 

MNT is used to keep record of the malicious nodes detected 

during node authentication. To perform node authentication, 

OTNA uses the basics of Challenge - Response Protocol 

(CRP) and one-way hash function with three message 

exchanges. In the OTNA protocol, only two nodes are 

involved in authentication process, which allows other 

available nodes for packet forwarding process. To the best of 

our knowledge, OTNA protocol facilitates optimal secure 

packet delivery. The correctness of the OTNA protocol is 

proved with the help of GNY logic. 

General Terms 

Wireless Sensor networks (WSN) and Mobile ad-hoc 

network (MANET), Security in MANET.  

Keywords 

MANET, Node Authentication, Challenge-Response 

protocol, GNY Logic. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a collection of mobile 

nodes that are connected to each other by means of wireless 

links. A node can join or leave the network at any instance. A 

node in MANET can act as a router and also as a host. For 

packet forwarding in MANET several routing protocols are 

developed. Routing in MANET is based on Route request 

(RREQ) and Route Response (RRES) control packets used 

for path discovery process. Because of infrastructure - less 

and multi - hop communication features of MANET, every 

node in MANET has to cooperate with each other. Therefore, 

node security becomes one of the important research areas of 

MANET. Also MANETs are wireless mobile networks; 

hence resources provided to MANET nodes such as battery 

power, memory and bandwidth are limited. As a result, 

developing resource – aware node authentication protocol 

becomes challenge for researchers. 

A node authentication in MANET is a process that involves 

one or multiple legitimate nodes who provides authentication 

to the requestor node by means of specific authentication 

protocol. There are basically two types of node 

authentication techniques present for MANET; certificate 

based node authentication [1] and trust relationship based 

node authentication [2]. Various protocols are developed 

based on these two node authentication techniques. The 

Certificate based node authentication uses certificates 

exchange between legitimate nodes present in the network to 

authenticate a requestor node. As a legitimate node receives a 

certificate request for requestor node from other legitimate 

nodes in network, it has to provide requested certificate for 

authentication process. Then based on the number of 

received certificates from other legitimate nodes in MANET, 

an authentication can be provided to the requestor node. In 

trust relationship based authentication, trust relationship can 

be developed based on some predefined threshold values or 

by exchanging certain secret messages in the network.  

The challenge - response protocol (CRP) [3] is based on 

sharing secrets between two entities. The proposed One Time 

Node Authentication (OTNA) protocol consider node as an 

entity. In CRP, one node sends a secret question as challenge 

to other node and generates answer. Other node also has to 

generate answer for the same question and then the node that 

sends a challenge will make the verification. 

Based on this idea, a combination of dynamically generated 

CRP - key and a secure hash algorithm is used to perform 

node authentication process in the proposed protocol. So that 

resources required for computing node authentication process 

will be reduced. The proposed protocol provides one time 

node authentication for every node in MANET. To achieve 

this, the OTNA protocol provides one additional field „status‟ 

in the routing table of the legitimate nodes, and the Malicious 

Node Table (MNT). The status field shows authentication 

status of the nodes present in MANET. The MNT is used to 

keep record of the malicious nodes detected during node 

authentication. The routing table information and MNT 

information helps to keep track of authentication status of 

particular node. The objective of proposed approach is to 

prevent MANET from unauthorized node‟s access in 

MANET and to provide resource aware node authentication 

protocol. The objectives are achieved by using a CRP and 

one way hash function, which uses three message exchanges, 

MNT and „status‟ field in the routing table of legitimate 

nodes to perform node authentication. The OTNA protocol 

uses less number of message exchanges, which in turn 

reduces control overhead during node authentication process. 

Another strong feature of OTNA is that only two nodes are 

involved in authentication process, which allows other 

available nodes for packet forwarding process.  
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The rest of paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents 

current related research to perform node authentication in 

MANET. In section 3, the OTNA protocol is proposed. The 

OTNA protocol‟s correctness proof is illustrated using GNY 

logic in section 4. Finally the conclusions are given in the 

last section. 

2. RELATED WORK 
According to features of MANET, a node security plays 

important role. A node authentication must be performed to 

secure a node in MANET. There are basically two types of 

node authentication techniques present; certificate based 

authentication and trust relationship based authentication. 

Based on these two techniques various protocols are 

developed by various researchers. 

Nikos Komninos et al. used the challenge response protocol 

and zero knowledge protocol for node‟s validity in network 

[5]. In this work, a non-interactive zero knowledge protocol 

used to determine the true identity of the communicating 

nodes and a challenge-response protocol used to perform 

node authentication of communicating nodes. The main 

problem with this method is control overhead increases due 

to multiple packets used for node authentication. H Deng et 

al. have used concept of Identity-based cryptography and 

threshold secret sharing for distributed key management and 

authentication [6]. Authors have used self-organizing way to 

provide key generation and key management service instead 

of using traditional prefixed trust relationship between nodes. 

In this scheme authors avoid centralized certificate authority 

to distribute public keys and certificates which saves network 

bandwidth and reduces network overhead [6]. A threshold 

cryptography- based key management scheme for MANETs 

have been proposed Zhou et al. [7]. In this scheme, a 

certificate authority (CA) provides a master public/private 

key pair to the group of  n servers. Each server is provided by 

a share of the master private key and has to keep record of 

the key pairs of all nodes. The threshold cryptography is used 

to generate the shares of the master private key. Therefore 

only n servers together can form a complete signature. If any 

node wishes to join the network, it first has to collect all of 

the n partial signatures and then by computing the complete 

signature locally, it can get the certificate. Kong et al. has 

extended this scheme by providing a centralized dealer, to 

issue certificates and private key shares to „t‟ nodes during 

the network bootstrapping phase [8]. A statistically unique 

and cryptographically verifiable (SUCV) identifier scheme 

has been proposed by Montenegro et al. In this scheme every 

node is responsible to compute their address. The addresses 

are computed by applying a non - reversible hash function on 

their public key [9].Then  any node can directly bind a public 

key to its owner address. This scheme prevents IP spoofing 

and provides a reliable authentication scheme for the nodes 

in a MANET.  

A trust establishment mechanism has been proposed by 

Eshenaur et al.[10]. In this mechanism any node in the 

network can generate trust evidence about other node in a 

MANET. A principal node generates a piece of trust 

evidence for other node with a specific lifetime, the principal 

node signs the newly generated evidence with its own private 

key, and makes the newly generated evidence available to 

others through the network. A piece of evidence is revoked 

by using a revocation certificate and makes it available to 

others at any time within its specified lifetime. After 

distributing a trust evidence, a principal can get disconnected. 

Similarly, a requestor of trust evidence does not have to be 

reachable at the time its evidence is being computed. 

Evidences can be broadcasted across various nodes to 

guarantee availability. Although the scheme is conceptually 

sound, the authors have not provided any details about the 

performance evaluation of the scheme. A distributed trust 

model has been proposed by Abdul- Rahman et al. [11]. In 

this scheme a decentralized trust management approach is 

used. This recommendation protocol to exchange trust-

related information. The model assumes that two nodes are 

connected by unidirectional relationships. The nodes uses 

their policies to make judgments about the quality of a 

recommendation of trust. The recommendation protocol is 

based on requesting a trust value in a trust target with respect 

to a specific classification and analyzing it‟s an answer. Then 

an overall trust value can be evaluated by using evaluation 

function at the target node. A trust management scheme for 

self-organized ad hoc networks has been proposed by Baras 

et al. [12]. In this scheme the nodes share trust information 

only with their neighbors. A voting mechanism has been 

proposed for establishing and maintaining trust among the 

neighbors by the authors. This voting mechanism has made 

the scheme robust. A self-organized trust establishment 

scheme has been proposed by Sen et al. for nodes in a large-

scale MANET. In this scheme a trust initiator is introduced 

during the network bootstrapping phase [13]. The authors 

have also proposed a distributed trust-based intrusion 

detection system for MANETs based on cooperation among 

nodes [14]. Authors Marjan et al have proposed a two phase 

detection scheme to select a monitoring node for intrusion 

detection system amongst the authorized nodes present in 

MANET[15]. The authors have used a non interactive zero 

knowledge protocol to detect authorized nodes present in 

MANET. Then voting mechanism used to select monitoring 

node. The selection of monitoring node based on number of 

votes and largest battery power the node having. Need to 

perform selection of monitoring node again and again if 

battery power decreases rapidly; as monitoring node has to 

perform many operations.  

In certificate based node authentication techniques, every 

node has to maintain a certificate repository and whenever 

request arrives for certificate of particular node, it has to 

provide certificate of respective node. Therefore every node 

consumes certain memory to keep certificate repository. 

Moreover the certificate exchange increases communication 

overhead in the network. In trust based node authentication 

techniques, it is necessary that participating nodes must have 

a close contact between each other. Establishing trust 

increases battery consumption. Again in both techniques 

there is no provision to keep authentication status of every 

authenticated node present in network. Therefore it is 

necessary to perform node authentication again and again.    

Therefore, the One Time Node Authentication (OTNA) 

Protocol is proposed to overcome limitations of existing node 

authentication techniques. The proposed protocol provides 

one time node authentication for every node in MANET 

using CRP and One-way hash function.   

3. THE OTNA PROTOCOL 
The proposed protocol provides one time node authentication 

for every node in MANET. To achieve this, the OTNA 

provides one additional field 'status' in the routing table of 

the legitimate nodes, and the Malicious Node Table (MNT). 
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Fig 1: OTNA protocol: System flow 

The status field shows authentication status of the nodes 

present in MANET. The MNT is used to keep record of the 

malicious nodes detected during node authentication. To 

perform node authentication, OTNA uses the basics of CRP 

and one-way hash function. The routing table information and 

MNT information helps to keep track of authentication status 

of particular node. 

3.1 OTNA Protocol: System Flow 
The system flow of OTNA protocol is shown in Fig.1 The 

protocol initiates with the RREQ recieved by other node. As 

shown in Fig. 2, the OTNA protocol uses following message 

exchange sequences: 

1. New node : send RREQ for validity in network. 

2. Legitimate node: Check new node‟s entry in routing 

table‟s „status‟ feild and in MNT. 

3. Legitimate node: either forward RREQ to next hop, 

if new node‟s status in routing table is „1‟. Or send 

CRPK as a secret message to new node for 

authentication process. 

4. New Node and Legitimate node : generate answer 

using hash function. 

5. New Node: send answer to legitimate node. 

6. Legitimate node: Compare answer. 

7. Legitimate node: if answer is same then declare new 

node as legitimate node, else declare new node as 

malicious node. 

8. Broadcast respective information about new node in 

the network. 

3.2 OTNA Protocol: Components 
The components of the OTNA protocol [20] can be seen Fig. 

3. The OTNA protocol includes; Node Authentication Unit 

(NAU), Malicious Node Table (MNT), Broadcast Unit (BU), 

Path Discovery Unit (PDU), Packet Forwarding Unit (PFU). 

The NAU is responsible to authenticate a newly join node in 

MANET. The NAU initiates if the status of the requestor node 

in the routing table of the legitimate node is 0. Then it uses 

CRP and one-way hash function for authenticating a node. 

Based on the authentication status detected by NAU, the BU 

will broadcast a data packet containing information about the 

requestor node. The BU is also responsible to broadcast a 

RREQ control packet. The MNT is responsible to maintain 

information about malicious node detected by NAU; The 

PDU is responsible to discover a secure path for data packet 

forwarding using a routing protocol and information kept in 

MNT from source node to destination node. During path 

discovery the PDU scans MNT for verifying that the 

intermediates nodes are legitimate nodes or malicious nodes. 

The PFU uses a path discovered by PDU to forward a data 

packet from source node to destination node.   

 

Fig. 2 OTNA protocol: Sequences performed 
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Fig. 3 OTNA protocol: Components 

3.3 Algorithm 
The OTNA protocol performs node authentication for every 
node present in MANET only once. The protocol initiates 

with the RREQ received by other node. Algorithm 1 describes 

algorithm for OTNA protocol. Consider „N1‟ is a legitimate 

node and „N2‟ is a new node in MANET. „N1‟ receives 

RREQ from „N2‟. Then „N1‟ checks whether received RREQ 

is first RREQ or not. If RREQ is not a first RREQ then „N1‟ 

forward RREQ to its next-hop for path discovery process. If 

RREQ is a first RREQ then „N1‟ will check „N2‟ node‟s 

status in the „status‟ field of N1‟s routing table. If 

N1(RTStatus(X)) = 1, then „N2‟ is authenticated node and 

forward RREQ to next-hop for path discovery. If status is „0‟, 

then „N1‟ will scan its MNT for entry of „N2‟. If 

MNT(NodeName) = N2  i.e „N2‟ is present in MNT; it means 

authentication for „N2‟ is done previously and was declared as 

malicious node. If „N2‟ is not present in MNT then go to 

Algorithm 2 for node authentication. 

 

Algorithm 1 Initialization and data packet forwarding in 

OTNA 

 

Input: N2 = new node , N1 = legitimate node in MANET, 

RREQ= Route Request, MNT(NodeName) = Malicious node 

table, N1(RTStatus) = Routing table‟s status field   

 

1:   N1 ← RREQ(X)     // „N1‟ receives RREQ from N2 

2: „N1‟ checks its routing table‟s status field for N2‟s     

 validity in the network. 

3:  if N1(RTStatus(X)) = 1 then 

4:  Then proceed RREQ for route discovery 

5:  else 

6:  Check entry of N2 in MNT 

7:  if MNT(NodeName) = N2 then 

8:   discard all incoming packets from N2 

9:  else 

10:   call algorithm 2  // perform Node  

    authentication 

11:  end if 

12: end if 

In Algorithm 2, both nodes will be engaged to perform 

authentication process. The authentication process is based on 

CRP. „N1‟ will generate a ι – bits long random CRP-Key 

(CRPK) i.e N1 : CRPK ← {0,1}ι. And send it to „N2‟ as a 

(M1) = (CRPK) secret question. Then „N1‟ and „N2‟ generate 

hash value for CRPK using a secure hash algorithm as (M2)H 

and (M3)H. „N2‟ send (M3)H to „N1‟ as a response. „N1‟ will 

compare answer. If (M2)H = (M3)H, then N1 → * : <LN>, i.e 

„N1‟ will declare „N2‟ as legitimate node. Else N1 → * : 

<MN> , i.e „N1‟ will declare „N2‟ as malicious node. „N1‟ 

will broadcast a data packet containing information about 

„N2‟ and Set (RTStatus(N2) = 0). 

4. OTNA PROTOCOL CORRECTNESS 

PROOF 
The authentication process involves message exchange 

between the participating entities and for this must have belief 

on each other. The correctness of cryptographic authentication  

 

 

Algorithm 2 CRP based Node Authentication in OTNA 

Protocol 

 

Inputs: N2 is new node, N1 is legitimate node in MANET. Mn 

= Messages 

 

1: N1 : CRPK ← {0,1}ι         // node „N1‟ takes ι - bit long                      

    dynamically generated CRP 

key. 

2:(M1) = (CRPK)                   //„N1‟ generates secret question        

          CRPK on dynamically generated input 

        and send it to „N2‟. 

3: N1 → N2 : <Challenge,M1> 

4: (M2)H = SHA1(CRPK)       // „N1‟ computes answer for the     

              same question using hash function. 

5: (M3)H = SHA1(CRPK)  // „N2‟ computes answer for the  

              same question using hash function.  

6: N1 ←  N2 : <Response,M3>  //„N1‟ receives answer from 

        „N2‟ 

7: if (M2)H = (M3)H  then 

8:  N1 → * : <LN>                // declare N2 as is legitimate  

   node and broadcast LN to all  

   legitimate nodes in MANET 

9: else 

10: N1 → * : <MN>              // „N1‟ declare „N2‟ as malicious   

   node  and broadcast MN to all 

    legitimate nodes in MANET.  

11: end if 

12: All nodes store this information in their MNT 

13: Set (RTStatus(N2) = 0) 

 

protocols is proved by using a logic-based approach for 

authentication. This approach is based on the use of logics of 

belief and/or knowledge. This approach provides certain 

inference rules which can be applied to some assumptions and 

message exchanges of the protocol to derive the protocol 

goals. Different logic-based approaches are available such as 

BAN Logic, GNY Logic, RV Logic, AT Logic, VO Logic, 

SVO Logic and MAO Logic [18, 19]. Among these logics, the 

GNY is used to prove correctness of OTNA protocol.  

4.1 Basics of GNY Logic 
GNY logic [17] is one of the logic-based approaches which is 

used for proving correctness of the cryptographic algorithms. 

Normally in GNY logic the correctness of a protocol is proven 

by inferring the desired end states using the assumptions, 

inference rules provided by GNY logic and communication 

steps used in the protocol. If the assumptions and inference 

rules are not properly applicable on any communication step 

in the protocol, then the protocol will fail. That is, the proofs 

that do not depend on all knowledge preconditions 

assumptions indicate that the protocol is incorrect. A protocol 

in the GNY logic is an ordered series of messages such as N2 

→ N1 : N1 ⊲ *X, states that N2 send a message X to N1 that 

is a message *X is being told to N1 by N2. „*‟ indicates not-

originated-here mark. Then based on inference rules provided 

by GNY Logic [17] and assumptions made for the protocol, 

the messages can be verified as described later in section 4.2.  
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4.2 OTNA Protocol Correctness Proof 
In this section, GNY logic [17, 18] is used to prove OTNA 

protocol‟s correctness. The OTNA protocol is based on 

cryptographic one way hash function. The outcome of OTNA 

protocol is depending on knowledge preconditions of nodes: if 

one of the nodes does not know the Node Authentication Unit 

(NAU) before the protocol run, that node will not learn NAU 

during protocol run. The protocol described in previous 

section 3 has two participating principal nodes, N1 legitimate 

node (verifier) and N2 New node (Prover). Following steps 

describes GNY logic for OTNA protocols correctness. 

1. Specify the Idealized Protocol Messages 

The idealized protocol is described in previous section 3. The 

messages that are exchanged during OTNA protocol run is 

written in the “language” of the GNY logic as follows: 

1. N2 → N1 : N1 ⊲ *{*RREQ, *N2}, N1 ⊲ 

*{*RT(status), *MNT, *C} 

2. N1 → NextHop  :  NextHop ⊲ *{*RREQ, *N1} 

3. N1 → N2 : N2 ⊲ *{*CRPK, *S},   

4. N2 → N1 : N1 ⊲ *{*H(CRPK), *S, *N2} 

5. N1 → All : All ⊲ *{N2} 

2. Notations and Assumptions 

Notations 

RT(status): Status field of Routing Table that describes 

Authentication status of the node. 

MNT: Malicious Node Table to keep information about 

malicious node detected during node authentication 

process. 

CRPK: Dynamically generated message. 

C:  Condition for RT(status) field. 

S:   Secret about CRPK. 

ALL: All legitimate nodes in MANET. 

Assumptions 

A.1  N1 ∋ N2,   denotes that N1 possesses N2. 

A.2  N1 ∋ RREQ, denotes that N1 Possesses RREQ. 

A.3  N1 ∋ C, denotes that N1 Possesses condition     

(RT(status)== 0 or 1). 

A.4  N1 ∋ RT(status), denotes that N1 Possesses RT(status). 

A.5  N1 ∋ MNT, denotes that N1 Possesses MNT. 

A.6  N1 ∋ CRPK, denotes that N1 Possesses CRPK. 

A.7   N1 |≡ #(CRPK), denotes that N1 believes freshness of 

CRPK. 

A.8   N1 |≡ Φ(CRPK), denotes that N1 believes that CRPK is 

recognizable. 

A.9   N2 ∋ CRPK,  denotes that N2 Possesses CRPK. 

A.10 N2 ∋ S, denotes that N2 Possesses S secret about CRPK. 

A.11 N2|≡ N1
CRPK

N2, denotes that N1 believes that 

CRPK is suitable key for 

N2. 

A.12 N2 |≡ N1|~ (CRPK),  N2 believes that N1 once 

conveyed CRPK.  

A.13 ALL ∋ N2, RT(status), MNT,  denotes that ALL nodes 

possesses N2, RT(status), MNT. 

A.14  N1| ≡ N2,  denotes that N1 believes N2. 

A.15  NextHop ∋  RREQ,N1,  denotes that NextHop Possesses 

RREQ,N1. 

A.16  N1  ∋  H(CRPK),   denotes that N1 Possesses H(CRPK). 

A.17  N2  ∋  H(CRPK),   denotes that N1 Possesses H(CRPK). 

A.18  N1 |≡ N2,     denotes that N1 believes N2. 

 

 

 

3. Specify Protocol Goals  

The OTNA protocol satisfies following properties: 

1.  “Verifier N1 believes that the Prover N2 wants to 

prove their identity and knows secret about CRPK”. 

2.  “Only the verifier N1 learns whether anybody 

knows CRPK in course of the protocol execution”. 

3.  “Nobody learns CRPK in the course of the 

protocol”. 

4.  Apply Logical Assumptions on Messages 
In step 1, message exchanges during OTNA protocol 

execution has been described. 

Fig. 4 shows the flow of message exchanges during OTNA 

protocol execution. Now this step describes proof for the 

message exchanges during OTNA protocol execution. 

  

Fig. 4. Flow of Message Exchanges during OTNA protocol 

execution 

Following are the proofs for the messages:   

Message 1: 

To prove message 1, N2 → N1 : N1 ⊲ *{*RREQ, *N2}, N1 

⊲ *{*RT(status), *MNT, *C} 

following steps are taken: 

-Apply T1, T2, P1 and P2 on message 1 to get N1 ∋ RREQ, 

N2, that is A.1 and A.2. 

-Since N1 ∋ N2, N1 ∋ RREQ, N1 ∋ RT(status), N1 ∋ C, that 

is A.1, A.2 and A.3; apply P3 to get N1 ∋ {N2, RT(status), 

MNT, C}. 

Now based on the condition C, N1 will carry on. 

Message 2: 

If Condition for step 1 is true, then N1 → NextHop : NextHop 

⊲ *{*RREQ, *N1}, so apply T1, T2, P2 on message 2 to get 

NextHop ∋  RREQ, N1, that is A.15. 

Message 3: 

N1 → N2 : N2 ⊲ *{*CRPK, *S} 

Applying T1, T2, P1, F1, R6, I6. The rule P1 shows that N2 

now possesses all components, a CRPK and a secret about 

CRPK, that is A.9, A.10. F1 and R6 confirms that message is 

fresh and recognizable, that is A.7 and A.8. I6 states that N2 

|≡ N1 |~ X, N2 believes that N1 sent a message, that is A.12. 

Hence satisfies property 1 and 2 of the OTNA protocol. 

Message 4: 

N2|≡ N1
CRPK

N2 is valid, as per assumption A.11. Now 

apply T1, P4, A.9 and A.12 on message 4 to get N2 ∋  

H(CRPK), S, that is A.17. 

Also, at N1 side, apply T1 and P4 to get, N1 ∋  H(CRPK), S, 

that is A.16. 

Now N1 compare H(CRPK) and based on result continue to 

step 5. 

Hence satisfies property 1, 2 and 3 of the OTNA protocol. 
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Message 5: 

Applying T1, T2, P1 and P2 on message 5. ALL ∋  N2, 

RT(status), MNT, that is A.13. 

In this way, it has been proved that the OTNA protocol 

satisfies belief and possession properties of GNY logic, which 

proves the OTNA protocol‟s correctness. 

4. CONCLUSION 
Now a day‟s MANETs are used in variety of applications in 

the society. Since MANETs are ad-hoc networks, it does not 

use any specific infrastructure. Also, it uses multi-hop 

communication for packet forwarding. Due to these features 

of MANET, every node present in MANET must be 

cooperative and secure. Therefore node security plays 

important role in MANET. Node security can be achieved by 

applying authentication on every node. In existing node 

authentication techniques, there is no provision to keep 

authentication status of every authenticated node present in 

network. Therefore, it is necessary to perform node 

authentication again and again which consumes more 

resources. Hence, a new protocol is proposed to perform node 

authentication, which consumes less resources of MANET 

node. The protocol is named as OTNA protocol. 

The OTNA protocol performs one time node authentication 

for each node only once whenever node enters in MANET. 

And the authentication status will be kept in a „status‟ field of 

legitimate node‟s routing table. Therefore, only two nodes are 

involved to authenticate a node, which makes other nodes 

available for packet forwarding process. And no central 

authority is involved in node authentication process. In OTNA 

protocol, less amount of memory is required to keep 

information about malicious node and authentication status of 

a node. Also, less number of message exchanges is required to 

authenticate a node, which reduces control overhead during 

node authentication process. The OTNA protocol has been 

proved to be secure and correct using the GNY logic. 
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